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PASS Reset DrillPASS Reset DrillPASS Reset DrillPASS Reset Drill    

Everyone Goes Home 

Silence is Golden 
Background:  There are few things more annoying on the fireground than an PASS device that does not reset.  In a RIT 
deployment, the activated PASS is your path to members in distress.  Once you locate the downed firefighter, the 
PASS must be reset so that communications can take place.  It seems like a basic skill but consider that you may en-
counter a PASS device that you are not accustomed to working with.  Even the ones you do know may be in a position 
where they are upside down or facing you in an awkward position.  Be familiar with as many types of PASS devices as 
you can, especially those that are on SCBA’s within your response and mutual aid areas.  A activated PASS device is 
cause for concern on the fireground and must be addressed as an emergency until proven otherwise.  Review 
your manufacturers instructions for this operation. 

Skill:  Reset a Activated PASS Device 

    

1. Locate member in distress. 
2. Notify I/C that member has been located and request resources that are        

necessary for rescue. 
3. Locate activated PASS device. 
4. Locate reset function on device. 
5. Reset PASS device until silent. 
6. If SCBA will remain with downed firefighter, you may have to keep resetting 

any pre-alarm functions that activate on alarm during rescue.                    
>This may be done by simple PASS or SCBA movement. 

Skill Check 

 

1.  In full protective gear including 

scba and facepiece, reset the        

following types of PASS devices: 

 

• Shoulder strap mounted PASS 
• Belt mounted PASS 

2. If available, reset PASS devices 

found on SCBA of another brand 

or type. 

 

• Consider the types of SCBA and 

PASS devices used by your      

mutual aid companies 


